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OVERVIEW
The Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Fund (SLFRF), part of the American Rescue Plan Act
was passed and became law in March of 2021. The Act provides $350 billion to State, Local, and Tribal
government relief and a means of recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic. The funds are allocated to
provide resources to aid governments in creating new programs and supporting current ones directly linked
to the challenges that arose from the pandemic.
Each jurisdiction was provided four eligible use categories ordered from most broad to most narrow1. Replace lost public sector revenue
a. Recipients may choose determination of revenue loss between two options:
i. Standard allowance of up to $10 million in aggregate, not to exceed their award amount during
the program
ii. Calculate their jurisdiction’s specific revenue loss each year using Treasury’s formula, which
compares actual revenue to a counterfactual trend.
2. Support COVID-19 public health and economic response
a. Address COVID-19 and its impact on public health as well as addressing economic harms to
households, small businesses, nonprofits, impacted industries, and public sector.
3. Premium pay for eligible workers performing essential work
a. Offer additional support to those who have and will bear the greatest health risks because of their
service in critical sectors.
4. Invest in water, sewer, and broadband infrastructure
a. Make necessary investments to improve access to clean drinking water, support vital wastewater
and stormwater infrastructure, and expand affordable access to broadband internet.
Wright County’s ARP-SLFRF allocation is
$26,878,110.00 to assist community
recovery. All funds must be obligated to
programs or projects by December 31,
2024. These funds must be spent by
December 31, 2026. Allowable uses
include: business/economic relief,
education/jobs/training, families,
infrastructure, internal county expenses,
support to schools, and mental health.
Total amount currently allocated by
Wright County is $25,688,765.00. ARPA
has allowed Wright County to create
many new programs for the recovery of
the community based on the impacts of
COVID-19.
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Community Health Survey
New to the 2021 Community Health Survey, participants were asked, “As Wright County prioritizes support
across communities with COVID-19 recovery funds, what areas of concern do you think we should
address?”. This free response question was answered by 684 survey participants.
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DATA ANALYSIS
A Community Health Survey committee, internal to Wright County Public Health was formed to sort and
analyze responses. Comments were categorized into “themes” and then further into “subthemes”.
Responses that addressed more than one area or issue were parsed out and categorized into their
respective theme. This process produced 1,043 total comments.
Ten themes emerged when the survey committee analyzed all responses: Economic, COVID-19,
Healthcare, Mental Health, Education, Food, Public Safety, Substance Use, Diversity/Equity/Inclusion, and
a Miscellaneous category.
This qualitative data was compiled to find the “areas of concern” respondents most referred to when
answering where they think COVID-19 recovery funds should be directed. The data does not indicate level
of importance to residents, nor were specific comments weighted over others. Many comments included
only one-word answers. In those cases, the survey committee placed these comments under the theme and
subtheme of best fit. When sorting comments, the path of least amount of interpretation was taken.
Importance is placed not on the individual comments, but on the themes discovered when grouping the
comments.
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RESULTS
The themes created largely align with
the ARPA “Allowable Uses” categories
approved by the Wright County Board
of Commissioners. It is the intent of the
survey committee that this data be used
to help allocate remaining ARPA funds.

SUBSTANCE USE - 30
PUBLIC SAFETY- 48
EDUCATION - 62

ECONOMIC - 302

FOOD - 62

Top 5 Comment Themes
1. Economic
2. COVID-19
3. Healthcare
4. Mental Health
5. Miscellaneous

DIVERSITY, EQUITY,
INCLUSION - 7

MISC. - 68

MENTAL
HEALTH - 108
HEALTHCARE - 128

TOP ECONOMIC SUBTHEMES

COVID-19 - 218

Daily expenses/income support, workforce,
homelessness/affordable housing

The greatest number of comments reside within the “Economic” category, which also has the most
subthemes. Listed from most to least comments, the subthemes are: daily expenses/income support,
workforce, homelessness/affordable housing, small business/business recovery, infrastructure, childcare,
taxes, transportation, and environment.

TOP COVID-19 SUBTHEMES

Vaccinations, education, treatment/care

COVID-19 comments are categorized into six subthemes, listed from most to least comments:
vaccinations, education, treatment/care, frontline/essential workers, masking, and testing. In the
vaccinations category, there are 15 comments regarding access to the COVID-19 vaccinations, 21
comments against or questioning vaccinations or vaccination policies, and 78 comments in favor of or
advocating for COVID-19 vaccinations or policies.

TOP HEALTHCARE SUBTHEMES

Affordability of services, availability of/
access to services, staffing/workforce

Most comments in this category are affiliated with affordability of services, closely followed by comments
concerning availability and accessibility. Staffing/workforce was the subtheme with the third highest
number of comments. The final two categories are health education and dental care.

TOP MENTAL HEALTH SUBTHEMES

General mental health, socialization,
access to services

The general mental health subtheme has by far the most comments, with many of those comments
saying simply "mental health", "mental health support" or "mental health issues". In this same subtheme,
many comments specifically reference child/youth mental health. The other three categories, listed from
most to least comments, are socialization, access to services, and affordability of services.
Comments that did not fit into a major theme were categorized into "Miscellaneous". These were one word
population-specific comments or did not address the question in a constructive manner. To maintain data
integrity, the survey committee did not make broad assumptions on the meaning of comments, which
played a role in creating the “Miscellaneous” theme.
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FUNDING CATEGORIES
No. 01 —

Education, Jobs, and Training

Small business support
Essential/front line worker pay
Get individuals get back to work
Help businesses find trained employees
Discontinue governmental stipends

No. 02 —

Families

More affordable childcare
Support childcare workers
Affordable housing
Keep taxes lower

No. 03 —

Support with daily expenses
Increase access to healthy and affordable food
Increase opportunities for socialization
Community centers

Support to Schools

Increase student safety measures
Offer support to students who need
increased opportunities to learn what
may have been missed during the
pandemic

No. 04 —

Support with daily expenses
Income supplementation
Education opportunities for adults
Accurate and timely information regarding
COVID-19

Ensure measures are taken to keep schools open
Recognize the importance of teachers
Support schools even though they received their own
funding

Mental Health

Continue to foster social
connectedness
Increase supportive linkages to care

Address the growing mental health crisis
Access to affordable, quality mental health treatment
Access to affordable, quality substance use related
treatment
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The county’s initial approach to replace lost revenue, expand broadband and fund critical sewer and water
infrastructure are similar to other midsize to large counties across the country. Developing an investment
strategy to direct the allocation of American Rescue Plan Act funds toward strategic investments, based
on local priorities, can be the next step forward in the long term health, well-being and economic vitality of
the county. Taking into consideration the priorities set by the board, the feedback provided by community
members, the county’s strategic plan and analysis provided by National Association of Counties; we
provide the following recommendations for ARPA fund distribution.

1

Involve community members in solutions. Provide a pathway for organizations in the
community to access funding such as an online application, direct outreach to
organizations providing services in the priority categories or implement a request for
proposal process. Use the strategic objectives of continued transparency and empower
community engagement identified in the County’s strategic plan from 2020 to enhance
the value streams.
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Use evidence-based programs and other resources for program development.
Resources such as NACo’s Local Government ARPA Investment tracker can provide
examples of how other local governments committed dollars to specific priority areas.
Community providers and non-profits can assist in strategy development for the priority
areas alongside county departments.
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Use existing community resource providers. Non-profits and service providers should
have similar access as other business to funding with considerations for the need to
cover administrative costs for any expansion, investment in outreach, and technical
support to help smaller organizations access funding.
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Prioritize funding toward areas emphasized in both community survey and county
priority setting. Maximize workforce development funds by targeting careers that also
benefit families such as child care providers. Partner with school and municipalities to
leverage funds together to have a greater impact on priority areas such as health and
wellness, youth activities, job training, and community spaces.
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Reduce barriers and eliminate undue cost to community members during recovery.
Actions such as waiving fees can assist families and businesses in economic recovery.
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APPLYING FOR FUNDS

Organizations interested in proposing ARP programs or projects or
requesting grant funds can reach via email or phone.
arpcommittee@co.wright.mn.us
(763) 684-8604
Requests will go through multiple approvals to confirm eligibility
under ARP and ensure the proposal aligns with the County’s
overall ARP plan.
More information can be found on the Wright County website
www.co.wright.mn.us or by searching "American Rescue Plan Act"
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